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2:00-2:10 Intro/background
2:10-2:20 Primer on R
2:20-3:00 Test dataset #1 - Non-vented pressure transducer

(ECO66G12_AW files)
• Modify (reformat, rename) ‘raw’ files (10 minutes)
• QC script (15 minutes)
• Aggregate (5 minutes)
• Stats scripts (10 minutes)

3:00-3:20 Test dataset #2 – Standalone temperature sensors
(WSR air + water temperature files)
• Review ‘raw’ files (formatting, naming; show example of

discrete data) (5 minutes)
• QC script (5 minutes)
• Aggregate (5 minutes)
• Stats scripts (5 minutes)

3:20-3:30 Question and answer

Extras (if time permits)
• GetGage script (won’t have internet; will use screenshots)
• Adding gage data into Test dataset #2
• Changing thresholds

Agenda
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Working with EPA Regional offices, states, tribes and other
biomonitoring programs in the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast &
Midwest on Regional Monitoring Networks (RMNs)

Sampling efforts began in the Northeast in 2012, followed by the Southeast
in 2013, the Mid-Atlantic in 2014, and parts of the Midwest in 2016

Why did we develop these
scripts?
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Regional Monitoring Networks
(RMNs)

Objective: detect potentially small, climate-related trends
at a regional scale, in a decision-relevant timeframe, in
the context of routine biomonitoring

Sampling goals:
• At least 30 sites with similar environmental and

biological characteristics in each region
• Average 5 sites per state (range:1-15)
• Design informed by power analyses on Northeast dataset (2012)

• Sample on an annual basis for 10 or more years, using
as consistent and comparable methods as possible
(QAPP)

• Initial focus is on freshwater wadeable streams; could
expand to inland lakes and wetlands
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Data Collection Targets

• Biological: macroinvertebrates.

oOptional: fish and periphyton

• Temperature: year-round water

and air temperature

• Hydrologic: year-round water level data
(from USGS gages or pressure transducers),
ideally converted to discharge.

• Habitat

• Water chemistry

RMN partners have varying levels of experience
with continuous sensors



Ok great! now we are
collecting the desired
data.…

But what are we going to
do with all these data?

Data Management



Lots of different data sources –

Data being collected with different types of equipment,
sometimes at different recording intervals, sometimes in
different formats

• Standalone temperature sensors (e.g. water and air
temperature come in separate files)

• Non-vented pressure transducers (e.g., temperature
and water level data together in one output; sometimes
air temperature in a separate file)

• Vented pressure transducers

• USGS discharge data (needs to be pulled from USGS
website and combined with temperature data)

6

Challenges!
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Challenges!

Where to put the data?

There is not a single existing system that can accommodate all of the
types of data being collecting at RMN sites.

For continuous data, there is an ongoing multi-agency effort (led by Dwane
Young, EPA) to address this but full implementation is a few years off…

Until a permanent data management system is in place, the individual
organizations will be the custodians and owners of the continuous thermal
and hydrologic monitoring data.

• Some people already have a system in place (e.g., Aquarius)
• Some do not



Overall Goals of the R scripts

• Ensure that a certain (minimum) level of QC is performed on the
continuous thermal and hydrologic RMN data

• Produce standardized sets of outputs (summary statistics,
plots) that can be shared

Continuous thermal and hydrologic RMN data

Existing system (e.g.,
Aquarius, MS Access)

• Consistent, minimum level of QC
• Standardized outputs (in a common

format) that can be shared

R scripts =
Interim solution
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Today’s
workshop!



Our preliminary exploration of performing QC checks and
summary statistic calculations in Excel and Access proved too
burdensome. Some of the biggest hurdles were –

• Excel and Access getting bogged down by the large data
files, or maxing out capacity

• Formatting issues (e.g., inconsistencies across files)

• Difficulties with combining the different data files

Why R?
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We did our best to keep procedures and scripts as simple
and generic as possible, and set them up in a way that
people with limited R experience can understand and run.

We also tried to utilize existing scripts and resources whenever
possible…



Disclaimers
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• These R scripts should be regarded as a proof of concept.
We’re learning as we go and won’t ‘wow’ you with these
scripts.

• This is not necessarily the ‘best’ solution; rather this is the
best we could come up with at this time, with the
information we have.

• This was done with limited time and resources
• We won’t be able to do everything we’d like to do in this phase

of work. Please give us feedback on what additional features
you’d like us to add in. We’re keeping a ‘wish list’ and hope to
accomplish more through additional phases of work.

• These are minimum QC standards. Some organizations
may choose to do more.



Primer on R



Show of hands…

• How many of you have worked with continuous sensor
data before?

• How many of you have used R before (in any capacity)?

• How many of you have R and R Studio installed on your
laptops?
• If so, do you have R version 3.2?



What is R?

• R is available as Free Software

• It runs on a wide variety of platforms and systems
(e.g., Windows and MacOS)

• The R language is widely used among statisticians
and data miners for developing statistical software,
data analysis and graphics

• R's popularity has increased substantially in recent
years



There is a learning curve and you may run into some
stumbling blocks initially, but you can do this!

We set these scripts up so that there are only a few
places where you need to make entries (e.g., siteID
and time period). Then it’s just a matter of hitting the
Run button, knowing where to find the outputs, and
learning how to interpret the outputs.

Don’t be
intimidated!



Setting up R and R studio

"R" and "RStudio" (free downloads)

R is the base program (we typically only install the 32-bit
version) -
https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/

RStudio is a separate program but is a useful code editor
and interface for R. Install it after installing R -
https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/

IMPORTANT: make sure you are using R version 3.2 or later, otherwise
you may not be able to download all the files necessary to run the

script.



Choose R Installation

If you download the new version of R and still have an older version on your
computer, it’s possible that the script is still referencing your older version. If
you suspect this is a problem, in RStudio, go to Tools – Global Options – R
General and make sure it’s choosing the correct R Installation.



Getting set up…

1. Go to Tools – Global options 3. Use drop-down lists to select Source
on the left and Console on the right

Pane layout - This is a matter of personal preference.
We like having 2 panes visible - the Source in the left pane
(which shows the script that is being run), and Console in the
right pane (which shows the output from the script). But you
can set this up however you like.

2. Click on ‘Pane layout’



If you have the Source in the left pane, and Console in the
right pane, the screen should look like this…

Getting set up…

Green = Comments (line starts with “#”)
Blue = R command
Red = Error and Status messages
Black = Everything else

(The Source pane shows the script that's being run) (The Console pane shows the output from the script)



Verify which version of R you are using…

Check the top line in the Console (right panel) to see
what version you are using.

Getting set up…



Set R Studio as the default
(recommended but not required)

Once it’s the default,
you’ll see these blue
circular symbols in front
of the R script files.

• Right click on
one of the R
files and a menu
will appear

• Go to ‘Open
with’

• Select ‘RStudio’
(if it doesn’t
appear
automatically as
an option, find it
through ‘Choose
default
program’)



In order for the R scripts to work, you’ll need to run the
Install scripts (000a_InstallLibraries & 000b_InstallPandox).

Why do you need to do this?

To retrieve data packages from the online distribution site
for R software, which is referred to as the CRAN mirror.
You must have internet access to install the data
packages. Packages are collections of R functions, data,
and compiled code in a well-defined format. The directory
where packages are stored is called the library.

Install the data packages
(only need to do this once on your computer)



Running the Install scripts

You’ll be working with
these 2 Install scripts

Note: you should only have to run these once on your computer (the libraries
will then be saved on your computer). If you end up running the
InstallLibraries scripts more than once, it is ok (it will just overwrite the existing
libraries). If you update the version of R on your computer, you will have to
reinstall the libraries (see Slide 28 for a tip on how to do this).

Unzip the ‘Rscripts_NWQMC_20150513’ file



Step 1 - (using your cursor) highlight lines 7-11 in the
Source (left) panel. Then click Run (upper right of
Source panel)

1. Open the 000a_InstallLibraries script.
Perform the following 2-step process -

Give it a little
time – and a
list of locations
will appear in
the Console
(right) panel.
In the Console
panel, click
with your
cursor to the
right of
Selection: and
enter the
number of the
closest
location.
Then hit enter.



Running the 000a_InstallLibraries script

Step 2 - Then run the next part of the script. (using your cursor)
highlight lines 14-37 in the Source (left) panel. Then click Run
(upper right of Source panel)

Give it some time…in
the Console (right)
panel you’ll see a log
of the packages being
downloaded and
installed…

The installations are
done when the
Console has a “>” by
itself on a new line.



Next open and run the
000b_InstallPandox script



000b_InstallPandox script

On some computers, a box may come up that gives you
3 choices:

Change, repair or remove Pandoc

If this happens, chose change or repair.



Pandoc installation

Then you’ll be prompted to go
through an installation process
for Pandoc.

Once that is complete, you’ll need to restart your
computer in order for Pandoc to work correctly
(you’ll need this for the QC reports).



Upgrading R to a New Version?
Libraries don’t transfer when installing a
new version of R.

Here is a ‘painless’ way to update your libraries -

• After installing the new version, run this in the old
version -

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1401904/painless-way-to-install-a-new-version-of-r-on-windows

You should now have updated versions of each library in your
new version of R.

• Then run this in the new version -



Overview of
the R scripts



R scripts and directory

Unzip the ‘Rscripts_NWQMC_20150422’
file –it should look like this…

You’ll be doing most of your work with the
MasterScript.

The MasterScript needs to be located in
the same directory where the data files are
located.

The MasterScript reads through the files
and pulls out data based on file names
(siteID, dates, data type).

The MasterScript produces outputs that go
into certain folders (so the folders have to
be named a certain way)



Operation Description Import Directory* Export Directory** Notes

GetGageData
Retrieves gage
data

USGS NWIS website Data1_Raw
Optional (if you don't need to bring in

USGS gage data, you can skip this step
and go right to the QCRaw operation )

QCRaw
Performs QC on
Raw data

Data1_Raw Data2_QC
You need to run this portion of the
R script before you can run the
Aggregate script

Aggregate
Aggregates QC'd
data

Data2_QC Data3_Aggregated
You need to run this portion of the
R script before you can run the
SummaryStats script

SummaryStats
Generates
summary stats on
Aggregated data.

Data3_Aggregated Data4_Stats

The MasterScript…

*The R script looks at files in these folders when the script is run
**Output files will appear in these folders after the script runs

Performs 4 different operations (one at a time).
You specify which operation you want to run and what files you want to run it on.



– 0_Original

• Master files. Do not change these! If you make a mistake and need to
start over, you’ll need these (unaltered) files.

– 1_RAW

• Files are copied from the Original folder and pasted here. These are
your working files. Files need to be edited so that they have a
standardized format and file naming scheme, and are .csv.

– 2_QC

• When the QC portion of the MasterScript is run, the QC data outputs
will go here (2 outputs: Word & .csv).

– 3_Aggregate

• When the Aggregate portion of the MasterScript is run, the outputs go
here (2 outputs: Word & .csv).

– 4_Stats

• When the SummaryStats portion of the MasterScript is run, the
outputs go here (3 outputs: 2 .csv, 1 PDF)

– Scripts

• R files that you will rarely need to work with, with the possible
exception of the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file

Folder structure



There are only 5 places in the MasterScript
where you’ll need to make entries…

You don’t need to write any R code yourself!

All you need to do is make these entries, highlight
the R script and hit Run.

1) Select the operation
• GetGageData, QCRaw, Aggregate or SummaryStats

2) Enter the SiteID

3) Enter the data/sensor type
• Air, water, air/water, gage, air/water/gage, air/gage, water/gage

4) Enter a start date

5) Enter an end date



Game plan
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Go through 2 types of datasets

Test Dataset #1 Test Dataset #2

Non-vented pressure transducers
• Water temperature
• Air temperature
• Water level
• Barometric (air) pressure
• Water pressure

2 Files –
• Same site, different date ranges

Standalone temperature sensors
• Water
• Air

2 Files –
• Same site, parameters in

separate files, same date range



Work flow

1. Preparing your data
• Moving it into the correct folders
• Organizing, formatting and naming the files

2. Running the QC portion of the MasterScript
• Checking the data, correcting if needed

3. Running the Aggregate portion of the MasterScript

4. Running the SumStats portion of the MasterScript

Note: we QC one file at a time.
Why not combine them first, then do the QC?
We feel it’s best to check files before manipulating and
combining them. Also it is easier to QC smaller ‘chunks’ of data.



Two types of slides

Discuss only

You do it!

When you see this symbol on a slide,
please listen and watch.

When you see this symbol on a slide,
please perform the task.



Questions or problems
running the R script?

Raise your hand and we’ll send
someone over to try and help you



Test Dataset # 1



Test Dataset #1

Non-vented pressure transducer data
• Water temperature
• Air temperature
• Water level
• Barometric (air) pressure
• Water pressure

2 Files –
• Same site (ECO66G12)
• Different date ranges

• April 26, 2013 – July 25, 2013
• July 25, 2013 – October 15, 2013



Work flow for Test Dataset #1

1. Prepare your data (demonstrate only*)
• Move it into the correct folders
• Organize, format and name the files

2. Run the QC portion of the MasterScript (on both files)
• Check the data, correct if needed

3. Run the Aggregate portion of the MasterScript to
merge the QC’d data into one file (for full date range)

4. Run the SumStats portion of the MasterScript to
generate the summary statistics

*We prepared the data files in advance in
order to maximize the amount of time we
can spend running the actual scripts



Preparing your data



Preparing your data

Why is this important?

In order for the R script to work, the files need to be
named and formatted a certain way, and located in the
appropriate folders.

The MasterScript reads through the files in the
appropriate folders and pulls out the desired data based
on file names (siteID, dates, data type).

This allows for multiple files to be kept in the same
directory.



Preparing your data

General work flow

1. Put the ‘original’ (unaltered) continuous sensor
files that you want to run the R scripts on in the
Data0_Original folder.

2. Copy and paste these ‘original’ files into the
Data1_RAW folder.

3. Prepare the files in the RAW folder for the R
scripts

• Required & optional fields; naming scheme
• Check for rows with no data
• Name files
• Save as .csv

For today’s workshop, to help speed things along, we’ve already done
these steps on the test files. However, we will talk you through these
steps so that you’ll know how to prepare your own data.



1. Move data into the
Data0_original folder

These are your ‘original’ continuous sensor files*

*in some cases, you may need to run the data files through the
sensor software (e.g., HOBOWare) before putting them into the
Data0_Original folder.

Once the files are in this folder, do not change
them! If you make a mistake, you might need to
go back to these (unaltered) files and start over.

The files in the Data0_Original folder are not
used by the R scripts, so the names and formats
do not have to be standardized (e.g., it’s ok if the
“Original” files are in Excel).



Open the Data0_Original folder

Note: these are examples of typical continuous sensor files.
Outputs are for 1 site and for a given time period.

You should see 4 Excel files –

• 2 for site ECO66G12 (test dataset #1)
• 2 for site WSR01 (test dataset #2)

Let’s take a look at the test files that are
in the Data0_Original folder…



Open one of the ECO66G12 files

This is an example of a continuous data file from a non-vented
pressure transducer (this came out of HOBOWare; other sensor
outputs may look slightly different).

Examples of ‘original’ continuous sensor files…



2. Copy and paste the files from the
Data0_Original folder into the
Data1_Raw folder

Copy
& paste

The files in the Data1_RAW folder are your ‘working’ files.

When you run the QC portion of the MasterScript, the R
script pulls data from this folder.

In order for the R scripts to run, the RAW data files need
to be formatted, named and saved in a specific way.

Data0_Original folder

Data1_Raw folder



Fields do not have to be in any specific order.

• SiteID

• “Date Time” (one field) OR “Date” AND “Time” (in 2 separate
fields) OR all 3 (in 3 fields)
▪ Prefer 24H time (i.e., military). R scripts will assume any time without AM/PM is

24-hr time.

• Parameters (as available) must be named as follows -

▪ Water Temp C

▪ Air Temp C

▪ Water BP psi

▪ Air BP psi

▪ Water Level ft

3. Required fields in the RAW files &
naming scheme



• Air LoggerID – unique identifier (e.g., serial number) for an land-
based sensor

• Water LoggerID – unique identifier (e.g., serial number) for an in-
water sensor

• Air RowID or Water RowID (this shows up as # in the HOBOWare
output; you cannot leave it as “#” because R will treat this as a
comment and ignore the entire line)

Optional fields

You can also include additional (optional) fields -



EXAMPLE –

Staff gage readings can provide
a quality check of transducer
data. In this example, staff gage
readings stopped matching
transducer readings in
November, indicating that the
transducer or gage could have
changed elevation.

Discrete measurements are instantaneous measurements taken during field
visits that are compared to the closest continuous sensor measurement. They
are used for –

• Accuracy checks
• Making corrections to your data (as needed)
• Validating your data (making them more defensible)

Optional but strongly encouraged -
Discrete measurements



Adding discrete measurements
into RAW data files

The column heading needs to have the prefix "Discrete” (e.g., Discrete Water Temp C).

Enter the discrete value in the sensor measurement row with the closest
date time (no need to create a new line for just the discrete measurement; in
fact, the way the scripts are set up, we prefer that you don't enter a new line
with only the discrete measurement).

IMPORTANT!
MAKE SURE YOUR DISCRETE AND MATCHING CONTINUOUS
MEASUREMENT ARE BOTH IN EITHER STANDARD TIME OR
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME.



And after…

Non-vented pressure transducer (after water and air sensor data were combined in HoboWare)

Field naming scheme

Before…



Remove entries like these…

4. Check for rows
with no data



5. Rename the files in the
Data1_RAW folder

Need to use consistent file naming convention.

Example (non-vented pressure transducer, with all
parameters in one file):

• ECO66G12_AW_20130426_20130725
• Site ID (no spaces or underscores) = ECO66G12
• Data Type (Water/Air/AW/Gage) = AW (air and water)
• Date, Start (YYYYMMDD) = 20130426
• Date, End (YYYYMMDD) = 20130725
• Each element separated by underscore (“_”).

• Allows for multiple files to be kept in the same directory.

• R scripts will pull data from files based on Site ID, data
type and date range.



File naming scheme

BEFORE

AFTER

Example: this file is from site ECO66G12
It contains both air and water sensor data (=AW)
Period of record = April 26, 2013 through July 25, 2013

AFTER

What if this was just water sensor data?
Data type would be ‘_Water’

What if this was just air sensor data?
Data type would be ‘_Air’

What if this was USGS gage data?
Data type would be ‘_Gage’



5. Save as .csv file

File

Save As

CSV (Comma delimited) (*.csv)

.csv = comma delimited



Open the Data1_RAW folder.

Let’s take a look at the test files that are
in the Data1_RAW folder…

Open one of the ECO66G12 files.



Running the QC_Raw portion of the
MasterScript



QC process - overview

1. Open the MasterScript (double click on it)
Make the appropriate entries (operation, SiteID, data
type, date range)

2. Run the script, which searches the Data1_RAW
folder for the appropriate files

3. Open the Data2_QC folder – there should be 2
outputs for each input file – .csv file & QC report (Word
document)

4. Check flagged values in the QC report and .csv file

5. Perform ‘manual’ visual checks on the plots

6. Make corrections as needed



Go to the directory &
double click on the
MasterScript to open it.

Use this technique, otherwise you may
encounter errors (e.g., sometimes people get
error messages when they open the RStudio
program then navigate to the file (vs. opening
it from the directory)).

1. Open the MasterScript &
make the appropriate entries



The Masterscript will
look like this…



There are 5 places in the
MasterScript where you’ll

need to make entries…

3) Enter the
data/sensor type

• Air, water, air/water,
gage, air/water/gage,
air/gage, water/gage

4) Enter a start date

5) Enter an end date

1) Select the operation
• GetGageData, QCRaw, Aggregate or SummaryStats

2) Enter the SiteID

This only shows the Source (left panel)



Select operation

This only shows the Source (left panel)

Selection.Operation
[1] = GetGageData
[2] = QCRaw
[3] = Aggregate
[4] = SummaryStats

Enter [2]



Enter the SiteID

This only shows the Source (left panel)

“ECO66G12”

“ECO66G12”



Enter the data/sensor type

This only shows the Source (left panel)

Selection.Type
[1] = Air
[2] = water
[3] = AW (air & water)
[4] = Gage
[5] = AWG (air, water,
gage)
[6] = AG (air & gage)
[7] = WG (water & gage)

Enter [AW]



Enter start & end dates

This only shows the Source (left panel)

Start “2013-01-01”; End “2013-12-31”
See next slide for other options

Enter start and end date in this format
To pull all available data for calendar
year 2013, enter “2013-01-01” (start)
and “2013-12-31” (end)



The script looks through the date ranges in the file names and
runs QC on any individual files that have dates that overlap with
the range that you enter.

For this exercise, let’s run both files at once. You can do this
several different ways.

• Enter 2013-01-01 (start) and 2013-12-31 (end)
• Enter 2013-04-26 (start) and 2013-10-15 (end)

If you want to pull all available data for this site, leave the entry
blank (you still need start and end quotes) - “”

Date range

What if you only want to run one file at time? Pick a date range that covers
only the desired file. You can do this several different ways. One example –

• Enter 2013-04-26 (start) to 2013-07-24 (end)*

*if you entered 2013-07-25 as the end date, it would include the 2nd file because the
date ranges overlap.

Let’s use this



Entries recap

This only shows the Source (left panel)

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [2]
SiteID “ECO66G12”
Data type [3]
Start date “2013-01-01”
End date “2013-12-31”



2. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
from line 7 to the end; it will turn blue)

Then click RUN



Check the Console (right) panel

If the script ran successfully, you should see a running log like this…

Then you’ll see
references to ‘label:
unnamed-chunks’

First you’ll see
blue text

Then several rows of
“processing items” in
black text

Then you’ll see references
(red text) to outputs for the
first file (April 26-July 25)

Finally you’ll see references
in red text to outputs for the
second file (July 25-Oct 15)

ending with TASK
COMPLETE

Then you’ll see
another round of
references to ‘label:
unnamed-chunks’



In the Console output you may see some warning
messages in red text. These sometimes appear,
even if the script runs properly.

Warning Messages

If warning messages appear, check your Data2_QC folder to make
sure the outputs were generated.

Note: it typically takes less than a minute for the script to run on these test data. If it takes
longer, there may be a problem.



Verify that there are 2 outputs for each file
(4 total files):

3. Open the Data2_QC folder

• csv file (=the original Data1_RAW file with new
columns added in – flags, raw + final data, and
comments fields)

• QC report (Word document) with summary of
missing data, flags, time series plots



QC report (Word document)

2 outputs

.csv file

Overview of QC outputs



QC report (Word)

1. Data file information (siteID, date range,
parameters, recording interval)

2. ‘Count’ tables (# measurements/day) so that you
can find inconsistencies (too few measurements
(=missing data) or too many measurements)

3. Results from QC tests - # of entries marked as
pass (P), suspect (S), fail (F) or no data (X) (see
next slide)

4. Time series plots – for each individual parameter &
several combined parameters (water & air
temperature; water temperature and water level);
includes discrete measurements (if available)

4 Main components



Flags/QC tests

• Unrealistic values (‘Gross range’)
• Entries are flagged if values are above or below upper and lower

limits
• Spikes

• Entries are flagged if adjacent points change by more than ‘x’
amount

• Rate of change (RoC)
• Entries are flagged if the RoC exceeds a given threshold

(e.g., ≥ 3 st dev within 25 hrs)
• Flat line

• Entries are flagged if a certain # of consecutive measurements
are within a certain amount of each other (e.g., >10 consecutive
temperature measurements are within 0.01 degrees C of one
another)



User-defined thresholds

The thresholds for the QC tests (gross, spike, rate of
change and flat line) are in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R
file in the Scripts folder.

You can go into this
file and change
thresholds if desired.



QC report –
Organizational scheme

1. Data file information (siteID, date range, parameters,
recording interval)

2. Overall summary
• Count table
• Overall flag (# entries marked as pass, suspect,

fail or missing data, based on the worst flag across
all of the QC tests)

3. Individual parameters
• Count table
• Flags by QC test (gross, spike, rate of change and

flat line)
• Time series plot

4. Multi-parameter time series plots (as available)



QC report – Section 1

Data file information



Day
Month

Sensor was set to record at 30-
minute intervals. This equates to

48 measurements per day.

Missing measurements on days of
download (July 25 and Oct 15).

October 13 had 1 extra measurement (49).

QC report – Section 2

This is an example from a different data file (not the files you are working with)

Overall Summary

‘Count’ tables
(# measurements/day)



For each parameter, # of entries
marked as pass (P), suspect (S),
fail (F) or missing data (X), for
any of the QC tests.

QC report – Section 2

Overall Summary

In this example, 3905 of the
water temperature entries were
marked as pass, and 31 were
marked as suspect.



QC report – Section 3

Individual parameters – e.g., water temperature

Parameter

Count table

Flag summary (overall)

Flag summary, broken
down by QC test



QC report – Section 3

Individual parameters continued…

Time series plot
(all values plotted
vs. date/time) for
water temperature

This example includes discrete measurements



Visual checks on time
series plots

•Missing data
•Closely matching water and air temperature values (this indicates

that the stream sensor may have been out of the water)
•Diel fluxes with flat tops, or “chatter” in the gage height record (this

indicates that the sensor may have been buried in sediment)
•Water level values of 0 (this could mean that the pressure transducer

was dewatered. With vented transducers, another possibility is that
moisture got into the cable and caused readings of zero water depth)

•Water level values that are negative
•Outliers or rapidly fluctuating values (it is possible that the sensor

moved, e.g., due to a high flow event or vandalism)
•Values recorded before the sensor was correctly positioned & stabilized,

or after the sensor was removed from its location (“trimming”)

You can also do these time series checks on plots generated in
Hoboware, Aquarius, etc.



Missing data

Unusual pattern -
Dewatered? Looks similar to
pattern seen in air
temperature measurements

Examples of visual checks
on time series plots

This is an example from a
different data file (not the files

you are working with)

Extreme
outliers



QC report – Section 4

Multi-parameter time series plots

Do the patterns make sense? (e.g., water temperature
should fluctuate less than air temperature; increases in
water level may correspond with decreases in water
temperature)



Your turn!
Open one of the Word documents &

scroll through the QC report

Any questions? Comments?



Now let’s go through the other QC file…

Values (water temp, air temp, water level, etc.)

.csv file

Scrolling to the right…

The R scripts add in many additional fields – flags (overall & each
parameter/QC test), plus RAW and Comment fields



Overall flags (entries marked as pass, suspect, fail or missing
data, based on the worst flag across all of the QC tests).

F = fail
P = pass
S = suspect
X = missing data/blank

.csv file continued…

Continue scrolling to the right



Flags for each parameter and each QC test (gross,
spike, RoC, flat)

.csv file continued…

Continue scrolling to the right

Example - water temperature



RAW = original values; if you end up making corrections in the primary
value fields (in this example, Columns E-I), the RAW fields allow you to
retain the original records and track any changes you make.
COMMENT.MOD = allows you to comment on any changes you make.

.csv file continued…



Tips for easier navigation
of the .csv files

Because the .csv files have so many columns, they can be
difficult to work with.

Using the Filter function can help (e.g., you can filter for
entries flagged as ‘F’ or ‘S’ and evaluate)



Tips for easier navigation
of the .csv files

Using the Autofit Column Width function can also help.

Highlight all the fields, then click Format – Autofit Column Width.
Excel then automatically adjusts column widths so that you can see the
full field names.



You can also Freeze Panes – Freeze Top Row to make viewing easier
(this allows you to view the column headings while you scroll down).

You can also use the Split function (this allows you to split the screen so
that you can see the column headings while scrolling down, and the left-
hand columns (e.g., date-time field) while scrolling to the right.

Tips for easier navigation
of the .csv files



Your turn!
Open & scroll through a .csv file

Any questions? Comments?



Corrections

In general, 3 possible actions can be taken:

• Leave data as is

• Apply correction factor

• Remove data

Corrections should not be made unless the cause(s)
of error(s) can be validated or explained in the field
notes or by comparison with information from
nearby stations. Accurate field notes and accuracy
check logs are essential in the data correction
process. Any discrepancies should be documented
in your data file and any actions you take should
also be carefully documented.



Corrections

Right now we don’t have any automated corrections
programed into the scripts (this is a future ‘wish list’
item).

Any corrections you make need to be done manually.

Some types of corrections are fairly straightforward and
can be done in Excel (e.g., change values by same
amount, or basic drift corrections); others are more
complex.

Potential references –
• Wagner et al. 2006 (USGS) (more detailed)
• ‘Best Practices’ report (more general - has a table with a

general summary of different types of problems that can
occur (e.g., missing data, failed accuracy check) and
recommended actions for addressing them)



Site_QClogs Excel file

We created a QC log file – this is a place where you can
log corrections, dates of deployment, sensor
replacement, etc. (anything that can affect the quality of
the data, or might explain unusual changes in the data)



Example entries…this is still a work in progress…we welcome
your comments and suggestions!

Site_QClogs Excel file



Running the Aggregate script



Aggregate process -
overview

1. Update entries in the MasterScript (in this
example, you only need to change 1 entry -
Operation needs to be changed from [2] to [3])

2. Run the script, which searches the Data2_QC folder
for the appropriate files and, in this example,
combines the 2 QC’d files into a single file that spans
the full date range (April 26 through October 15)

3. Open the Data3_Aggregated folder. There should
be 2 outputs for each input file:

• .csv file
• QC report (Word document)



1. Update entries in the
MasterScript

In this example, you only need to change 1 entry -

Operation needs to be changed from [2] to [3]

Selection.Operation
[1] = GetGageData
[2] = QCRaw
[3] = Aggregate
[4] = SummaryStats



1. Update entries in the
MasterScript

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [3]
SiteID “ECO66G12”
Data type [3]
Start date “2013-01-01”
End date “2013-12-31”



2. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN



Check the Console (right) panel

If the script ran successfully, you should see a running log like this…

Output created…
Task COMPLETE



3. Open the Data3_Aggregated folder

There should be 2 files –

• .csv file (=merged, QC’d files for site
and desired time period; all fields in
the QC .csv file are carried over)

• Aggregate report (Word document) –
contains time series plots



Open the .csv file

• Does the file cover the full date range?
• Does everything else look correct?

Open the Aggregate report (Word document)

• Do the time series plots look correct?

Check the files



Running the
SummaryStats script



Setting expectations…

Right now the summary script is very basic (this is not
going to ‘wow’ you).

The main intent is to get all the data (which come from
different sources) QC’d and into the same format.

Once that happens, there are many possibilities for
better visualization tools, more summary statistics, etc.

SummaryStats script



SummaryStats process -
overview

1. Update entries in the MasterScript (in this
example, you only need to change 1 entry -
Operation needs to be changed from [3] to [4])

2. Run the script, which searches the
Data3_Aggregated folder for the appropriate files

3. Open the Data4_Stats folder. There should be 3
outputs for each parameter:

• DV .csv file (daily average)
• STATS .csv file (summary statistics)
• PDF files with various time series plots



1. Update entries in the
MasterScript

In this example, you only need to change 1 entry -

Operation needs to be changed from [3] to [4]

Selection.Operation
[1] = GetGageData
[2] = QCRaw
[3] = Aggregate
[4] = SummaryStats



1. Update entries in the
MasterScript

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [4]
SiteID “ECO66G12”
Data type [3]
Start date “2013-01-01”
End date “2013-12-31”



2. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN



Check the Console (right) panel

If the script ran successfully, you should see a running log like this…

Total items to process = 3
Water.Temp.C
Air.Temp.C
Water.Level.ft



3. Open the Data4_Stats folder

• DV .csv file (daily average)
• STATS .csv file (summary statistics for

different time periods)
• PDF files with various time series plots

*we’re working on adding in discharge and potentially other parameters

There should be 3 files (each) for air temperature,
water temperature and water level*



SummaryStats - DV (daily) output

Example - air temperature



Example - air temperature

Any comments? Questions?

Check a DV file



Statistics (for various timeframes) include –

• Mean
• Median
• Min
• Max
• Range

SummaryStats - STATs output

Example - air temperature

• St dev
• Variance
• Count (n)
• Percentiles (01, 05, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, 99)



Example - air temperature

Any comments? Questions?

Check a STATS file



SummaryStats - PDF output

Example - air temperature, mean daily



Example - air temperature

Any comments? Questions?

Check a PDF file



The scripts are written in a way that gives you flexibility on this. In the
last line (line 233) of the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file in the Scripts
folder, if you enter –

• TRUE – the script will exclude values flagged as ‘F’

• FALSE – the script will include values flagged as ‘F’

Scripts
folder

Right now the script you are working with is set to ‘TRUE’

What if data are flagged as fail (F)?
Are they included in the
SummaryStat calculations?



Congratulations!

You have successfully run
through test dataset #1!



Test Dataset # 2



Test Dataset #2

Standalone temperature sensor data
• Water temperature
• Air temperature

2 Files –
• Same site (WSR01)
• Different parameters
• Same date range

• April 24, 2014 – July 10, 2014



Work flow for Test Dataset #2

1. Prepare your data (review only*)
• Move it into the correct folders
• Organize, format and name the files

2. Run the QC portion of the MasterScript (on both
files) – we’ll run air temperature first, then water temperature

• Check the data, correct if needed
3. Run the Aggregate portion of the MasterScript to get

both parameters into the same file
– we’ll run air temperature first, then water temperature, then will
aggregate them as an AW (air-water) file

4. Run the SumStats portion of the MasterScript to
generate the summary statistics

*We prepared the data files in advance in order to maximize the
amount of time we can spend running the actual scripts



Open the Data0_Original folder

To save time, we’ve already put the
WSR01 files into the Data0_Original folder.

If you were working with your own files,
you would put the originals into this folder
(and would not alter them).



Open the Data1_RAW folder

To save time, we’ve already copied and pasted the
WSR01 files from the Data0_Original into the
Data1_RAW folder, and prepared them (reformatted,
renamed, saved as .csv).

For a quick refresher, open the 2 files and review
them.

Note: If you were working with your own files, you
would have to perform these steps manually.



1. Update entries in the MasterScript
for the air temperature file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [2] = QCRaw
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [1] = Air
Start date “2014-01-01”
End date “2014-12-31”

There are numerous possibilities for date entries…in this example, we
used calendar year 2014. Feel free to experiment with other entries.

QC



2. Run the script
Using your cursor, highlight the script

and click RUN

QC



3. Verify that the script ran properly
– air temperature

Check your Console (right) panel –
should end with ‘Task COMPLETE’

Open the Data2_QC folder – verify that there are 2
outputs (.csv & Word) for air temperature

Open & check the files (if time permits) – missing data,
flagged values, time series plots

QC



4. Update entries in the MasterScript
for the water temperature file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [2] = QCRaw
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [2] = Water
Start date “2014-01-01”
End date “2014-12-31”

The only entry that
you need to
change is Data
type (from [1] to [2])

QC



5. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN

QC



6. Verify that the script ran properly
– water temperature

Check your Console (right) panel –
should end with ‘Task COMPLETE’

Open the Data2_QC folder – verify that there are 2
outputs (.csv & Word) for water temperature

Open & check the files (if time permits) – missing
data, flagged values, time series plots

QC



Aggregate –
review steps

1. Update entries in the MasterScript
2. Run the script
3. Verify that the script ran properly
4. Open and check the files

For each file (let’s do air temperature first, then water temperature) -

Then change the Data type in the MasterScript to AW
(=air-water) & follow the same steps to generate an output
that has both parameters (air + water temperature) in one file

Note: in this example, the individual air and water temperature files
have to be run through the Aggregate script before the parameters
can be combined into one ‘AW’ file. Ideally we could skip steps 1 & 2
and go right to the AW file, but the scripts are not currently written in
a way that allows this (this is a future “wish list” item).



1. Update entries in the MasterScript
for the air temperature file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [3] = Aggregate
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [1] = Air
Start date “2014-01-01”
End date “2014-12-31”

Aggregate



2. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN

Aggregate



3. Verify that the script ran properly
– air temperature

Check your Console (right) panel – log should include
“Output created” and “Task COMPLETE”

Open the Data3_Aggregated folder – verify that there
are 2 outputs for the WSR01 air temperature file

• .csv
• Aggregate report (Word)

Aggregate



4. Update entries in the MasterScript for
the water temperature file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [3] = Aggregate
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [2] = Water
Start date “2014-01-01”
End date “2014-12-31”

The only entry that
you need to
change is Data
type (from [1] to [2])

Aggregate



5. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN

Aggregate



6. Verify that the script ran properly
– water temperature

Check your Console (right) panel – log should include
“Output created” and “Task COMPLETE”

Open the Data3_Aggregated folder – verify that there
are 2 outputs for the WSR01 water temperature file

• .csv
• Aggregate report (Word)

Aggregate



7. Update entries in the MasterScript for
the AW (air-water) file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [3] = Aggregate
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [3] = AW
Start date “2014-01-01”
End date “2014-12-31”

The only entry that
you need to
change is Data
type (from [2] to [3])

Aggregate



8. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN

Aggregate



9. Verify that the script ran properly
– AW

Check your Console (right) panel – log should include
“Output created” and “Task COMPLETE”

Open the Data3_Aggregated folder – verify that there
are 2 outputs for the WSR01 AW file

• .csv
• Aggregate report (Word)

Aggregate



10. Open the AW files –
give them a quick review (time-permitting)

Aggregate

Verify that both parameters are in the file.
Note: the air temperature fields come first (including flags, etc.); you’ll
need to scroll to the right to find the water temperature fields



1. Update entries in the MasterScript

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [4] = SummaryStats

SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [3] = Air + water
Start date “2014-01-01”
End date “2014-12-31”

The only entry
that you need to
change is
Operation from
[3] to [4])

SummaryStats



2. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN

SummaryStats



3. Verify that the script ran properly

Check your Console (right) panel –
Total items to process = 2 (Water.Temp.C, Air.Temp.C)

Open the Data4_Stats folder – verify that there are 3
outputs for each parameter (air temperature, water temperature)

SummaryStats

• DV .csv file (daily average)
• STATS .csv file (summary statistics)
• PDF files with various time series plots

If time permits, open the files and give them a quick review



Congratulations!

You have successfully run
through test dataset #2!



Seeking feedback

• Wish list – what additional features and functionality would
you like these scripts to have?

• Are the scripts working properly? If not, please describe
the errors you are getting (screenshots are great).

• Are the instruction slides detailed enough? How can we
improve them?



QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?

Britta Bierwagen (bierwagen.britta@epa.gov)

Erik W. Leppo (Erik.Leppo@tetratech.com)

Jen Stamp (Jen.Stamp@tetratech.com)

Anna Hamilton (Anna.Hamilton@tetratech.com)
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Additional Background

RMN and “Best Practices” reports



Additional R Resources
(not required, just FYI)

• The R Book
– Michael Crawley. 2007. Wiley and Sons.

• R Programming – Johns Hopkins / Coursera
– https://www.coursera.org/course/rprog

• An Introduction to R
– W. N. Venables, D. M. Smith and the R Development Core Team.

2012.
– http://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf

• Statistical Training and Consulting Using R
– Paul Geissler
– http://paulrstat.com/Reference.aspx

• Introductory Statistics with R
– Peter Dalgaard. 2008. Springer, New York



Automated QC report -
sources/ideas

USGS Data Processing
Procedures

• Initial data evaluation

• Application of data corrections

• Application and evaluation of
cross-section corrections

• Final data evaluation

• Record computation

• Final record review



Automated QC report -
sources/ideas

NOAA QARTOD

• Timing/gap test

• Gross range test

▪ High and low values

▪ Real-world and Equipment

• Spike test

▪ High and low thresholds

▪ Compare adjacent points

• Rate of change test

▪ N_DEV (default 3)

▪ Time_Dev (default 25 hour)

▪ Compare adjacent points

• Flat line test

▪ Adjacent points

▪ Repeat count (within a given tolerance)

▪ Fail (5) and suspect (3)



More advanced material

• Running the GetGageData script to get gage data for site
WSR01

• Aggregating gage data with the WSR01 temperature data

• Resetting Date Time on your computer (may be
necessary if you make corrections and resave .csv files in
the QC folder)

• Changing thresholds



Running the GetGageData script

Pulls data from the USGS NWIS website (thus
requires an internet connection)



Example scenario

We need to obtain gage data for the West Branch Swift site
in Massachusetts for the time period that we have MA DEP
temperature sensor data for (2014-04-24 to 2014-07-10).

The USGS gage identifier is 01174565.



Work flow for
GetGageData

1. Make the appropriate entries in the MasterScript
2. Run the GetGageData portion of the script
3. Verify that the script ran properly

• Check Console panel (should see gage
information, then Task COMPLETE)

• Open the Data1_RAW folder – there should be a
gage file (.csv)

4. Open the gage file and add a new column with the
SiteID that you want to match the gage data with

5. Change the file name so that it references the
appropriate SiteID



1. Make appropriate entries
into the MasterScript

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [1] = GetGageData
SiteID “01174565”
Data type [4] = Gage
Start date “2014-04-24”
End date “2014-07-10”



2. Run the script

Using your cursor, highlight the script
and click RUN



3. Verify that the script ran properly
Check the Console (right) panel

Gage information
will appear
immediately

When it’s finished
running, it will say
‘Task COMPLETE’



3. Verify that the script ran properly
Look in the Data1_RAW folder –
you should see the gage .csv file

File name: 01174565_Gage_20140424_20140710



Fill in the SiteID that you want to match the gage data with –
in this example, WSR01

4. Open the gage .csv file and add
in a SiteID column, then save the

updated file (still as a .csv)

The script formats the column headings for you

The output includes USGS codes
(P=provisional; A=approved)



Change the file name to ‘WSR01_Gage_20140424_20140710’

5. Change the file name so that it
references the appropriate SiteID
(=the SiteID that you want to match

the temperature data files with)

Congrats! You have successfully
brought in USGS gage data.



Aggregating gage data with the
WSR01 temperature data



Work flow for aggregating the
gage data with the
temperature data

1. Run the QC portion of the script on the gage data
2. Verify that the QC script ran properly, make

corrections if needed
3. Run the Aggregate portion of the script on the gage

file (alone)
4. Run the Aggregate portion of the script on Data

type AWG (air-water-gage)
5. Verify that the Aggregate script ran properly



1. Run the QC portion of the
script on the gage file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [2] = QCRaw
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [4] = Gage
Start date “2014-04-24”
End date “2014-07-10”

Make appropriate entries into the MasterScript

Highlight the script in the Source panel and click RUN



2. Verify that the QC script
ran properly

• Check the Console (right) panel –
• should see ‘Task COMPLETE’

• Open the Data2_QC folder
• Verify that there are 2 outputs for the WSR01 gage

file (.csv and Word files)



3. Run the Aggregate portion
of the script on the gage file

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [3] = Aggregate
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [4] = Gage
Start date “2014-04-24”
End date “2014-07-10”

Make appropriate entries into the MasterScript

Highlight the script in the Source panel and click RUN



4. Run the Aggregate portion
of the script for AWG

(AWG= air/water/gage)

The 5 entries should read –

Operation [3] = Aggregate
SiteID “WSR01”
Data type [5] = AWG
Start date “2014-04-24”
End date “2014-07-10”

Make appropriate entries into the MasterScript

Highlight the script in the Source panel and click RUN



5. Verify that the Aggregate
script ran properly

• Check the Console (right) panel –
• log should include “Output created” and “Task COMPLETE”

• Open the Data3_Aggregated folder
• Verify that there are 2 outputs for the WSR01 AWG file (.csv and

Word files)

• Open & check the AWG files
• Verify that all the 3 parameters are in the file (scroll to the right!)
• Note the different recording intervals (gage 15-minute,

temperature 30-minute)



Congratulations!

You have successfully aggregated the
USGS gage data with the temperature data



Changing thresholds for the QC tests



Changing thresholds - QC

The thresholds for the tests (gross, spikes, rate of change (RoC) and
flat line) are in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file in the Scripts
folder.

You can go into this file and change thresholds if desired (we’re still
trying to figure out appropriate thresholds for each parameter).



Gross Min/Max - Suspect flag
• Highly unlikely, but not as

extreme as above
• Example - water temp values

flagged ‘S’ if ≥ 25 or ≤ -1

Gross Min/Max - Fail flag
• Extreme, unrealistic,

seemingly impossible values
• Example - water temp values

flagged ‘F’ if ≥ 30 or ≤ -2

Thresholds for Gross test

Screenshot showing where you can adjust thresholds for
the Gross test in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file (in the

Scripts folder)



• Difference from one
measurement to the next

• Example – water temp
values flagged ‘F’ if
absolute change is ≥10 
and flagged ‘S’ if
absolute change is ≥ 5

Thresholds for Spike test
(absolute change)

Screenshot showing where you can adjust thresholds for the Spike
test in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file (in the Scripts folder)



Thresholds for Rate of Change (RoC)
(relative change) test

• Calculates standard deviation (st dev) over 25-hour
period, if values differ by ≥ 3 st dev over this period, 
values flagged ‘S’

Screenshot showing where you can adjust thresholds for the RoC
test in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file (in the Scripts folder)



• Looks across
consecutive
measurements

• If 30 measurements
in a row are within ≤ 
0.01 or 0.001 of one
another (depending
on the parameter),
values are flagged ‘F’

• If 10 measurements
in a row are within ≤ 
0.01 or 0.001 of one
another (depending
on the parameter),
values are flagged ‘S’

Thresholds for Flat-line
(no change) test

Screenshot showing where you can adjust thresholds for
the flat-line test in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file (in the

Scripts folder)



Thresholds ‘translator’ file

We added an Excel file into the Scripts folder to help make it easier to
interpret the settings in the fun.UserDefinedValues.R script.

This file has 2 worksheets. Shown here is the Table worksheet, which
‘translates’ the thresholds. If you make changes in the
fun.UserDefinedValues.R file, enter the changes in the ‘ScriptValues’
worksheet, and it will automatically update the ‘Table’ worksheet with the
new ‘translated’ thresholds.



The scripts are written in a way that gives you flexibility on this. In the last line
(line 233) of the fun.UserDefinedValues.R file in the Scripts folder, if you
enter –

• TRUE – the script will exclude values flagged as ‘F’

• FALSE – the script will include values flagged as ‘F’

Scripts
folder

Right now the script you are working with is set to ‘TRUE’

What if data are flagged as fail (F)? Are
they included in the SummaryStat
calculations?



Having trouble getting the Aggregate script
to run after you make edits and resave the

files in the Data2_QC folder?



We discovered that on some computers, Excel changes
the date format in the .csv file if you make a change to the
file in the QC folder and resave it. We believe this has to
do with the settings on Erik’s computer; he wrote the
scripts, and the scripts utilize his date time settings (which
aren’t the same across computers).

Unfortunately this issue prevents the Aggregate script from
running.

The best solution we’ve come up with at this point is to
reset the date-time setting on your computer to match with
his. The next slides provide instructions on how to do this.

Troubleshooting potential problem after
resaving .csv files in the Data2_QC



Left click on the time-date in the lower
right hand corner of your computer
screen.

This box will then appear…

Left click here

Click on ‘change date
and time settings’



Click ‘Change date and time…’
Then click ‘Change calendar settings’



Customize Format
• Click on the Date tab
• For ‘Short date’ format enter yyyy-MM-dd
• Leave ‘Long date’ format as is

Note: you may need
administrator

privileges to do this…

Then click ‘OK’



Customize Format
• Click on the Time tab
• For ‘Short time’ format enter HH:mm
• For ‘Long time’ format enter HH:mm:ss

Note: you may need
administrator

privileges to do this…

Then click ‘OK’



Date and time formats should then look like this

And this…
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